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Abstract 
We consider modifications of Newton’s method for solving a nonlinear system F(x) = 0 where F: Iw” -+ Iw”. Our 
modifications allow the repeated use of the same Jacobian F’(x) and they require the linear Newton’s equation 
F’(x)Ax = -F(x) to be solved only approximately. The use of these methods is particularly appropriate when an exact 
solution of Newton’s equation is difficult to obtain and/or when evaluating and preparing the Jacobian for the 
computation is costly. We establish the local convergence of our methods under rather simple and natural conditions on 
the exactness of the approximate solutions to Newton’s equation and prove theoretical results on the convergence order. 
We then give numerical examples on a vector supercomputer which show that these methods may perform several times 
faster than the standard Newton method. 
Keywords: Inexact Newton methods; Local convergence; Convergence order; Vector computers 
1. Introduction 
Let F: R” + KY’ be a (Frechet-)differentiable function and x* a zero of F. The most important 
method for approximating x* numerically is undoubtedly Newton’s method 
choose initial guess x0 
fork =O,l,... 
solve Newton’s equation F’(xk)sk = -F(xk) 
set xk+i = Xk + Sk 
If F is continuously differentiable, F’(x*) being regular, and if x0 is sufficiently close to x* the 
iterates xk of Newton’s method converge to x* with Q-order 2, i.e., rapidly. (See Section 2 for 
a definition of the convergence orders used here.) Moreover, under the above assumptions, any 
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sequence yk which converges to x* Q-superlinearly is closely related to Newton’s method by the 
fact that the relative difference between yk+’ - yk and the Newton-correction - F’(yk)- ’ F(yk) 
will tend to zero (see [4]). 
In computational practice it can be prohibitive to calculate the Newton-correction exactly since 
the work required to get the exact solution is too expensive. Moreover, if the actual iterate is 
relatively far from x *, there is no theoretical reason to justify an accurate solution of Newton’s 
equation. Therefore, several authors consider inexact Newton methods where the correction term 
sk in xk+l = xk + sk is only an approximation to -F’(xk)-rF(xk). In practice, sk will most 
frequently be obtained by performing some steps of an “inner” linear iteration to solve Newton’s 
equation. Inexact solutions are characterized by the fact that they leave a nonzero residual rk in 
Newton’s equation, i.e., they satisfy 
I;‘(xk)sk = -F(xk) + rk. 
A different modification of Newton’s method is obtained when we reuse the same evaluation of 
the Jacobian several (m, say) times (see [17]). The resulting m-step Newton method thus saves 
evaluations of the Jacobian. Moreover, since the solution of Newton’s equation generally needs 
some further manipulation of the Jacobian (e.g., calculating its LU-decomposition), we will, in 
addition, save arithmetic work. Both of the above cases might be crucial in practice. For example, 
“evaluating” F’ can be very costly if derivatives of F have to be approximated via finite differences. 
On the other hand, calculating the LU-decomposition of a full matrix is an O(n3) process and 
might predominate all other parts of the computation. 
In the present paper we propose to consider the following method which incorporates both of 
the above modifications: 
choose initial guess x0 
for k = O,l, . . . 
set xkqo = xk 
for 1 = 0, . . . , mk - 1 
solve F’(xk)sk*’ = -F(xk*‘) + rk,* 
set Xk,l+ 1 = Xk.l + Sk.l 
set Xk+ 1 = Xk.m, 
(1) 
Here, mk denotes a sequence of a priori given natural numbers. Thus, during the kth iteration 
F’(xk) is used mk times as a coefficient matrix for determining the correction term sk*‘. This 
correction term is an inexact solution of the linear system 
F’(xk)Sk,’ = -F(xk*‘). 
Again, the additional term rk,’ on the right-hand side in (1) is just the residual F’(xk)sk*’ + F(xk,‘) 
of sk*l with respect to the above equation. 
If mk = m for all k, Method (1) will be called an inexact m-step Newton method. Given this 
terminology, (exact) m-step Newton methods are special inexact m-step methods with all rk*’ = 0, 
and inexact l-step methods reduce to the inexact Newton methods of [3]. 
Method (1) is particularly well suited for vector and parallel machines since the overall 
performance of an algorithm then very crucially depends on the degree of parallelization it allows 
for. Solving Newton’s equation exactly may parallelize badly, particularly in problems where F’ is 
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sparse. On the other hand, inexact solutions may be obtained by choosing iterative procedures that 
parallelize much better. Of course, the possible benefits will depend on the special structure of F’. 
Similarly, parts of the computational work to be done on the Jacobian may parallelize poorly, too. 
For example, efficient preconditioners can often be calculated serially, only (see IS]). 
In Section 2 we will prove several convergence results for Method (1). In particular, we will show 
that its iterates are locally convergent under conditions similar to those for the inexact (l-step) 
Newton methods from [3]. We will also establish conditions on the size of the residuals rk,’ which 
will guarantee the iterates of an inexact m-step method to converge to x* with prescribed order 
(which may reach up to m + 1). 
These results are certainly of theoretical interest and may give some hints on the practical 
performance of Method (1). However, the real use of Method (1) has to be justified by practical 
computations. Therefore, Section 3 reports results for three typical examples arising from applications. 
These examples were all run on a Fujitsu-Siemens S 600/20 vector supercomputer and will show that 
inexact m-step Newton methods can perform significantly faster than the standard Newton method. 
2. Convergence 
Let 11 * I( denote an arbitrary norm in IFP as well as its associated operator norm in KY”“. In this 
section we investigate the local convergence and orders of convergence (as a function of 11 rk*’ II ) of 
Method (1). 
Before we can state these results we need to introduce some additional notation together with 
several basic facts. 
For two real sequences {c(k) and { &} we write ak = 0(/I,) if l&l < C’lPkl for all k and 
@k = o(fik) if (ak( d &.1/&l with limk+, Ck = 0. If a sequence {x”} in [w” converges to some limit 
x* E I?!” and satisfies Ilxk - x* II = 0(/I xk - x* 11”) with 4 > 1 we say that {x”} converges to x* 
with Q-order q (or xk -+ x* with Q-order q, for short). If lIxk - x* I( = o( II xk - x* 11) we say that 
xk --+ x* Q-superlinearly. Moreover, if /I xk - x* I( = O(y”) for some r > 1 and y E [O, 1) we say that 
xk -+ x* with R-order r. This terminology is consistent with the more elaborate definitions in [14, 
Ch. 91. The Q-order of a convergent sequence never exceeds its R-order and any sequence which 
converges with Q-order q > 1 also converges Q-superlinearly (see [14]). 
Lemma 2.1. Let F’ be continuous at x. 
(i) See [14, 2.3.31: 1f F’( x is regular, then for any E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for ) 
/Iy - x II < 6 the matrix F’(y) is regular and 
(1 F’(y)-’ - F’(x)-’ II < E. 
(ii) See [14, 3.1.51: F or any E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for I( y - x (I < 6 
IIF - J’(x) - f”(x)(~ - 411 G 6. IIY - x Il. 
(iii) See [14, 3.2.121: If F’ is locally Lipschitz continuous at x, i.e., there exists L > 0 such that 
IIF’ - F’CdII G L. IIY - x II in some neighbourhood of x, then there exist 6, C > 0 such that for 
IIY --XII 66 
II J’(Y) - F(x) - J”(x)(Y - x1 II G C. /I Y - x II 2. 
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Lemma 2.2 (Dembo et al. [3, Lemma 3.13). If F’(x*) is regular and x* is a zero of F, then there 
exist c(, 6 > 0 such that for 11 y - x * 11 < 6, 
i.11~ --x*11 G IIFWI da.11~ --x*11. 
In the convergence results to come, the ratio I( rkVt I( / II F(xk,‘) II will play an important role. As in 
[3] we therefore introduce the (nonnegative) forcing sequence {n”} through which the residual 
norm II rk,’ II is controlled by imposing 
II rk*’ II < qk. II f’(xky’) II 
for all k and 1 in Method (1). The smaller qk, the better sk,’ approximates the exact solution of 
Newton’s equation. Moreover, it is natural to require qk < 1 since otherwise rk*t = F(xk,‘) would 
be allowed in Method (l), yielding s k*J = 0 so that the iterates of the method would become 
constant. Our first theorem now shows that, under usual regularity assumptions on F, Method (1) 
will produce iterates which, for a sufficiently good initial guess, converge to x*, provided the 
forcing sequence is uniformly bounded away from 1. 
Theorem 2.3. Let F be diflerentiable in a neighbourhood D 5 OX” of a zero x* of F with F’(x*) being 
regular. Assume that F’ is continuous at x* and that in Method (1) we have II rk*’ 11 d ye. 11 F(xk*‘) II with 
some n E [0, 1) f or all k and 1. Finally, choose t E (n, 1) and let II y II* denote the norm 
II y /I* := II F’(x*)y 11. Then there exists E > 0 such that, if II x0 - x* I/ * < E, the iterates of Method (1) 
converge to x* and, more precisely, 
II x 
k,l+l - x* I)* < t. /Ixk*l -x*/l* forl=O ,..., rnk-1, k=O,l,... (2) 
Proof. Let p = max{ II F/(x*)11, II F’(x*)-’ II} (2 1). Then, for all y E R” 
;*llYll G IIYII, dP.llYll. 
Since q < t we can find y > 0 such that 
(1 + /v)Cv(l + PY) + avl G t* 
Choose E > 0 sufficiently small such that {y: l/y - x* II < E) c D and such that for all y with 
I(y-x*II,<swehave 
II J”(Y) - J”@*) II G Y, (3) 
II F’(y)-’ - F’(x*)-’ II < y, (4) 
IIF - W*) - F’(x*Ny - x*)Il G Y. /IY - x* II. (5) 
This is possible due to the continuity of F’ and Lemma 2.1 (i) and (ii). Now, let II x0 - x * II* < E and 
assume that for some k inequality (2) is true up to some 1 < mk - 1. Then, in particular, 
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llxk--x*ll* <sand Ilxk,‘-x*IJ* dsforA=O,... ,1. Observe that from the identity 
F’(x*)(xkJ+l -x*) = {I + F’(x*)[F’(xk)-’ - F’(x*)-‘1) 
* (F + [F’(Xk) - F’(x*)] (XkJ - x *) 
- [F(XkJ) - F(x*) - F’(x*)(xkJ - x*)1}, 
we obtain, taking norms, 
II x k,l+l -x*11* < (1 + IIF’(x*)(l.)(F’(xk)-1 -F’(x*)-‘I/) 
. {q * (I F(XkJ) II + II F’(Xk) - F’(x*) II . (I Xk,l - x* 1) 
+ )I F(XkJ) - F(x*) - F’(x*)(xk,’ - x*) II >. 
Due to (3)-(5) this yields 
IIX kvl+1 -x*lI*<(l +pJJ)+jIjF(xk*‘)II +y*lIXk’l-X*Il +y.IIXk’r-X*(l). 
From 
F(Xk,‘) = F’(x*)(xkJ - x *) + F(Xk,‘) - F(x *) - F’(x *)(xkJ - x *), 
we have by (5), 
II F(XkV’) II < II Xk71 - x* (I* + y . II Xk31 - x* 11) 
so that (7) results in 
II x kql+l -x*Il*G(l +~y).[r.IIxk.r-X*II*+(~y+2y)‘l~Xk’~-X*II] 
d (1 + Puy).Crl(l + PY) + 2wl* llXkVl -x*1/* 
<t* lIXk,l -x*11*. 
This proves (2) by induction. 0 
(6) 
(7) 
The above theorem was given in [3] for the case mk = 1 for all k. It establishes the convergence of 
Method (1) under somewhat minimal restrictions on the forcing sequence, and the relation (2) 
reflects a linear convergence behaviour. Usually, however, we are interested in knowing under what 
circumstances the iterates converge rapidly, i.e., at least Q-superlinearly or with R- or Q-order > 1. 
From the proof of Theorem 2.3 it should be clear that this will basically depend on how rapidly the 
residuals 1~9’ will go to 0. With the following theorem, which for ease of presentation is formulated 
for inexact m-step Newton methods (i.e., mk = m) only, we propose to address this topic in some 
detail. Before doing so, however, we need the following auxiliary (and rather technical) result. 
Lemma 2.4. Let {ak} be a sequence of nonnegative numbers converging to 0. Let A, B > 0, y E [0, 1) 
and 1,p > 1. In either of the following cases ak + 0 with R-order r := min{p, 11: 
(i) ak+l < A.yP” + B.a:for k > kO, 
(ii) ak+l < L+a,/(yP’ + ak)‘-‘for k 2 kO. 
Moreover, in case (ii) there exist kI 2 k0 and p E (y, 1) such that 
c(k+ 1 < prkak for k 2 kI. (8) 
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Proof. (i) Choose ki 2 ko such that & d 1 for k > ki. Thus, since r = min{ p, I}, we have 
&+l <A*?” + B.a[ for k > kI. 
Let c = (1/2B)‘“*- ‘) and choose p E (y”‘, 1) sufficiently close to 1 and k2 > kI sufficiently large 
such that simultaneously 
and 
We show that 
(9) 
This is trivial for k = kz by the choice of kz and p. If (9) holds for some k > kz we obtain 
&+l < A*$ + B*a; 
= [g!g+ + Bc’-l].cp’.+’ 
1 1 
d 2+2 ‘C/l c 1 @+l . 
Hence, (9) is established by induction and ak -P 0 with R-order r. 
The proof for (ii) is done, once we have shown (8). Indeed, since {ak} is bounded, inequality (8) 
directly yields ak = O(p”), i.e., ak + 0 with R-order r. 
To prove (8) note first that ak < 1 and y” + ak d 1 for all k sufficiently large. We thus have 
ak+l < A’uk’(yrk + uk)‘-l (10) 
for k sufficiently large. Now choose kI so large that A *(yrk’ + ok,) < 1. Then we can find p E (y, 1) 
sufficiently close to 1 such that simultaneously 
A ‘(y”’ $ &,)‘-’ < /‘, 
yp- l/h’- 1) < 1 (11) 
and 
A*C(yp- l/O- l))rk’ + uk*P- rk’/(r - 1'1 < 1. (12) 
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Then (8) is satisfied for k = kr . If (8) holds for all k”from k1 up to some k - 1 2 kI we get from (10) 
= A. ak. (f . *k + ak,pvk-r*w- l))r- 1 
= /‘a,/k,-(YP -1/p-l))? + ak,P-rv(r- qr- 1 
d prkak, 
the last inequality holding by (11) and (12). 0 
Note that part (ii) of this lemma was essentialy given in [S]. Note that inequality (8) in (ii) 
basically means that the ratios ak+ l/ak converge with R-order r, too. This is a more precise 
information on the decay of the ak than just the R-order for the sequence itself. 
Theorem 2.5. Let F be difirentiable in a neighbourhood D G 1w” of a zero x* of F with F’(x*) being 
regular. Assume that F’(x) is locally Lipschitz-continuous at x* and that the iterates xk of Method (1) 
converge to x*. 
Let nk be such that 
IIrk,‘ll d nk+ IIF(xk”))I, 1 = 0 ,..., m - 1. 
(i) U-r” = WJ’(X~W’) or, equivalently, nk = 0( II xk - x* 11 r)for some p > 0 then xk + x* with 
Q-order 1 + m*min{l,p}. 
(ii) Ifr” = o(1) then xk + x* Q-superlinearly. 
(iii) 1f qk d C* yp” f or all k with y E [0, l), C > 0, p > 1, then xk +x* with R-order 
r = min{p,m + 1). Moreover, ifxk # x*for all k the ratios IIxk+’ - x* II/IIxk - x* II converge to 
0 with R-order r, too. 
Now, let lk be such that 
))rk,‘JI < tk, 1 = 0 ,..., m - 1. 
(iv) Wk = O(ll Wk) II “1 or, equivalently, lk = 0( II xk - x* II “)for some p > 1 then xk -+ x* with 
Q-order min{p,m + 11. 
(v) U-t” = o(llF(~~)ll) or, equivalently, tk = o( )I xk - x* 11) then xk + x* Q-superlinearly. 
(vi) 1f rk d C. yPk for all k with y E [0, l), C > 0, p > 1 then xk + x* with R-order 
r = min{p,m + l}. 
Proof. Note first that we always have 
II x k*z+l - x* l/ < (ll F’(x*)-’ /I + I/ F’(xk)-’ - F’(x*)-’ 11) 
*(/lrk,‘II + IIF’ - F’(x*)Il. llxk*’ - x*Il 
+ II F(xk*‘) - F(x*) - F’(x*)(xkvL - x*)/l). (13) 
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This follows from the identity (6) by taking norms after having multiplied with F’(x*)- ‘. Also note 
that for k sufficiently large we will have 
11 Xk.’ -x*/j Q21jXk-X*II, 1=0 )...) m, (14) 
wherep = max{ IIF’(x*)Il, IIF’(x II}. Th is is a trivial consequence of (2) in Theorem 2.3, taking 
II . II instead of II . II *. For k sufficiently large all x k,z are thus close to x*. Using Lemma 2.1(i) and (iii) 
and the continuity of F’ we then get from (13) the fundamental relation (k sufficiently large) 
II x k,l+l -xX*1/ <(IIF’(‘11 +C1*Ijxk-x*II) 
.( IIrk,‘II + C2* IIxk - x* II * I/xk*’ - x* I/ + C3. IIxk*’ - x*j12) 
d D.(IJrk**II + IJx~-x*II.IIx~*~ -x*/l + /Ixk,’ -x*j12), (15) 
where Ci , C2, C3, D do not depend on k or 1. As another preliminary observation, let us mention 
that any expression of the form Cl. II xk - x* 1) 41 + C2. II xk-x*Ilq2with~1,q2> lcanalwaysbe 
majorized by C3. II xk - x* II q3 with q3 = min {qi, q2}. This is trivially true as soon as k is so large 
that II xk - x* II 6 1 (take C3 = Cl + C,) and will hence be true for all k if C3 is made sufficiently 
large. This fact will often be used in the calculations to come without being stated explicitly. 
Finally note that the equivalence statements in (i), (iv) and (v) are a direct consequence of 
Lemma 2.2. 
(i) We may assume qk < C. I/ xk - x* II p for all k. For k sufficiently large, by Lemma 2.2 and (14) 
we know that IIF(xk,‘)II da. /Ixk*’ -x*11, 1 =O,..., m. This yields (k sufficiently large) 
Ilrk,‘ll <qk.IIF(xk*‘)II ~~.IIxk-x*IIP.IIxk,‘-x*II, l=O,...,m 
and c = CI *C does not depend on k or 1. Inserting into (15) yields 
II x k,t+l --*I( ~D.(~~~l~~-_~*llP.lI~~,‘-x*ll 
+ IIXk-X*II’IIXk,~-X*II + IIXk,L-X*I12) 
6A.(IIXk-x*IIP.IIXk,~-X*Il 
+ IIXk-X*Il’IIXk~~-X*l/ + IIXk.1-X*l12) 
and A is independent from k and 1. Letting 1 = 0 in (16) gives 
II Xk, 1 --x*11 &4(llxk-x*(Ip+1 +2*lIxk--x*~~2) 
<&*IIxk--xX*~~ql 
with ql = 1 + min { 1, p}. Proceeding in an obvious inductive manner we get for I = 1,. . . , m, 
(16) 
11 xk*’ - x*/1 < Al. I)Xk - x* 1141, (17) 
with qt = qt.- 1 + min { 1, p} = 1 + 1. min { 1, p} and constants Al which do not depend on k. For 
1 = m this yields (i). 
(ii) Now limk.+, qk = 0 and by Lemma 2.2 II rk*’ /I < qk.a. II xksi - x* II for k sufficiently large. So 
(15) yields 
II x k,l+ 1 - X*/j < D*(&* )IXk” -x*11 + IIXk -x*/1. IIxkql - x*1/ + llXk,l -x*11”) 
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with Ak = qk*a + 0. For 1= 0 this gives 
11 Xk, 1 ---x*(1 <D*(Ak*IIXk-X*/l +2’llxk--X*11’) 
d Ai,k. (IXk - x*/j 
with A l,k=D’(Ak+2*11 xk - x* /I ) + 0. Inductively, we get 
11 Xk.’ - x* 11 < Al,,‘* /IXk - x* 11, 
with limk+ m Al,k = 0, 1 = 1, . . . . m which, for 1 = m, proves (ii). 
(iii) In this case we have I( rk,' II< CI * C * yPk. I/ xk*’ - x * 11 for k sufficiently large, so that (15) yields 
II x k,l+l -x*/i < A”*(yPk* IIXk,l - x* II + II Xk - x* II . II xkqZ - x* II + II xk*l - x* II”). 
Due to (14) we then get 
II x k31+1 - x* ll d Ae(yPk + (1 + /?). IIXk - x* 11). )IXk,l - x* 11 
dk(yPX + )IXk -x*Il)*IIXkJ-X*Il, 
where A is independent from k. Thus, 
II x k+l - x* II = /I Xk3m - x* II d (A)“.(yPk + II Xk - x* [I)“. IIXk - x* II, 
k sufficiently large. The assertion now follows from Lemma 2.4(ii). 
(iv) Assuming tk d A”. I/ xk - x* lip we get from (15), 
IIX kFl+l -xx*]1 <A.([1 Xk - x* Il p + ll Xk - x* Il * Il Xkvr - x* Il + ll Xk31 - x* 112). (18) 
For 1 = 0 this implies 
II Xk, 1 - x* II d A*(Il xk-xX*IIP+2*l/xk-xX*~~2) 
&4i*lIXk-x*/(41 
with ql = min{p, 2). Inductively, we then obtain from (18) 
II Xk,’ --x*11 &4;IIXk-x*~~q1 
with q1 = min{p,l + qlPl} = min{p,I + l}, 1= 1 , . . . , m which, for 1 = m, proves (iv). 
(v) The proof for this case proceeds in a completely analogous manner as that of (ii) and is 
therefore omitted. 
(vi) Since now tk < C * ypx for all k, (15) yields 
II x k,l+l -x*11 62*(yPk+ llXk-X*ll’IJXk7~-X*lI + llXkJ-X*l12). 
For k sufficiently large, using (14) and rearranging constants, we obtain 
II x kp’+l -X*jl 6A.(yPk+ Ilxk-x*ll.IIxk*‘-x*ll), l=O,...,m- 1. 
This directly gives (assuming A > 1) 
( 
m-1 
)I xk*m -x*/j <((A)“* pk. c JIXk-xX*11!+ IIXk-X*y+l . 
I=0 > 
But the sum over 1 is bounded so that the assertion of this part of the theorem follows immediately 
by Lemma 2.4(i). 0 
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The highest Q-order we can reasonably expect for any inexact m-step Newton method is just 
m + 1, since the exact m-step method has this order (see [16], for example). Parts (i) and (iv) of 
Theorem 2.5 show that this order will actually be reached if qk = 0( I( F(xk)ll) or 
tk = 0( 11 F(xk) /Im+ ‘) and parts (iii) and (vi) show how to achieve corresponding R-orders. 
To discuss further Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 we consider in detail the case where sk*’ is obtained via 
some iterative process as an approximation to the solution dxk*’ of 
F’(Xk)dXkJ = -F(Xk,‘), (19) 
where F’(xk) is assumed to be regular. Let s’, v = 0, . . . ,nk denote these iterates with sk,’ = snk. 
Recall that rk,’ = F’(xk)sk,’ + F(xk*‘) is just the residual of Sk*’ with respect to (19). Given any norm 
II * II in [w” the value of /I rkpz 11 can totally be controlled during the computation: We just base 
our stopping criterion for the s” on this residual, i.e., we accept snk = skvl as soon as 
11 F’(xk)sn, + F(Xk,‘) /I is sufficiently small. Hence, requiring 
11 F’(Xk)Pk + F(Xk,‘) II d q * II F(XkV’) II 
with q < 1 will allow us to apply Theorem 2.3 which establishes the local convergence of the overall 
process. Moreover, we can impose the stopping criterion 
II F’(Xk)P + F(Xk,‘) II d qk. I/ F(Xk,‘) II 
or 
I)F’(Xk)S”k + F(XkJII d ck. 
So, due to Theorem 2.5, the convergence speed of Method (1) (up to an R- or Q-order of m + 1) can 
directly be specified by the appropriate choice of yk or lk. 
As a particularly simple example, let us consider the case where the iteration for the sy is based on 
a splitting F’(xk) = Mk - Nk which is convergent (i.e., Mk is regular and the spectral radius 
p(M[ lNk) is less than 1). The corresponding iteration reads 
Mks “+I = &sy - F(xk”), v = 0, . . . ,nk - 1, 
and, after some manipulation, we find the residual to satisfy 
rk,’ = F’(xk)P + F(xk*‘) 
= (NkM;l)“k*F(Xk’l) + F’(Xk)*(kf;l&)“k’So. 
Since p(NkML1) = p(M,‘N,) < 1 we can find a norm such that /lNkMkl II = fi < 1. Taking 
so = 0 as our standard initial guess we then get 
II rk,’ 1) < p”“. II F(xk,‘) 11. (20) 
Let us assume that the matrices Mk = M(xk), Nk = N(xk) in the splitting F’(xk) = Mk - hrk depend 
continuously on xk and that the splitting F’(x*) = M(x* ) - N(x*) is convergent, Then /I < 1 in 
(20) can be chosen to be independent from k as long as xk is close to x*. In this case, since /I < 1, the 
basic assumption on the forcing sequence from Theorem 2.3 is fulfilled and we can expect local 
convergence. Moreover, if we take limk+ o. & = co or nk 2 pk with p > 1 we are in the cases (ii) and 
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(iii) of Theorem 2.5. Thus, just by choosing nk appropriately, we can obtain Q-superlinear 
convergence or an R-order of min { p, m + l}, respectively. Results of this kind have been developed 
in [6,18]. Note, however, that the other parts of Theorem 2.5 require a better control of /I rk,’ 11 than 
just that given by (20). In particular, (20) does not allow results on Q-orders > 1. 
3. Examples 
All the results on convergence orders in Section 2 are of asymptotic character, i.e., they hold for 
k + co. So, despite their theoretical foundation, they may be less relevant in practice. In a real 
computation, as for the standard Newton method, we will usually expect our stopping criterion to 
be fulfilled after at most ten iterations and even less if we take mk > 1. So the asymptotics will not 
necessarily apply. Moreover, it will be crucial in practice to calculate rapidly a sufficiently good sk,’ 
in the inexact methods. This will depend on the quality of the method we use to obtain sk*’ as an 
approximation to the exact solution of Newton’s equation. 
In order to demonstrate the practical use of Method (1) we therefore give three typical examples. 
All these examples were programmed in FORTRAN on the Siemens-Fujitsu S600/20 vector 
supercomputer at Karlsruhe University. The S 600/20 can perform up to 4.2 GFlops which may be 
attained for sufficiently long vectors, provided the computation is arranged such that all of the 
arithmetic vector units can work simultaneously. The principal bottleneck of the S 600/20 consists 
of its only two load/store pipes between the main memory and the vector registers. 
In all our calculations we took mk = m to be independent from k. The control of the residual rk** 
in the inexact methods was done via 
IIrk% d rlk. IIJYx~% (21) 
with the following choices for the forcing sequence yk: 
(1) rk = 10-i for all k, 
(2) $ = 10-k, 
(3) rlk = min{lO-‘,&%YL}, 
(4) qk = min{lO-‘, /IF(x~)I~~}. 
Our stopping criterion was always to test for 11 F(xk,‘) II 2 d E, where E is chosen anew in each 
example. To prevent roundoff making (21) impossible to be fulfilled our strategy was to set the 
right-hand side of (21) to E whenever it would be less than E. 
Each of the above choices for qk was combined and tested with m ranging from 1 to 4. The 
restriction m d 4 is justified by the fact that all larger values for m we tried led to less efficient 
methods in all three examples. 
For every example we also tried all (exact) m-step Newton methods with m = 1, . . . , mmax where 
m max was the smallest integer such that the convergence is achieved during the first iteration. The 
resulting method is then the so-called simplified Newton process, which uses one evaluation of the 
Jacobian, only. 
Finally, for m = 1, . . . ,4 we also tried inexact methods where the residual was forced to satisfy 
(22) 
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with E from the stopping criterion. These methods will be termed simulated exact methods. 
Although they do not use a direct solver, (22) causes these methods to calculate very accurate 
approximations to the solution of Newton’s equation. 
The figures to come will show the speedup - as a function of the dimension n - of some selected 
exact and inexact methods against the standard Newton method. For each II the selection was as 
follows: 
0: best exact method (i.e., best m-step Newton method for m E (1, . . . , mmaX}); 
t: best simulated exact method (i.e., best from a total of 4 methods with m E { 1, . . . ,4}, always 
forcing 11 rk*’ I( d E, independently from k and 1); 
??: worst inexact method (i.e., worst from a total of 16 methods with m E { 1, . . . ,4} and choices 
(l)-(4) for rk); 
o: best inexact method (i.e., best from a total of 16 methods with m E { 1, . . . ,4} and choices (l)-(4) 
for qk); 
*: inexact method with m = 4, qk = 10Pk. 
The set of parameters for which the best or worst method is obtained in the first four instances of 
the above table will vary from example to example. The last method, however, does not depend on 
the particular example and, as we will see, it performs quite satisfactorily on average. 
Example 1. Chandrasekhar’s H-equation 
u(t) = 1 + ;i. t .u(t) s l ‘6) ds - () s+t 
arises in the study of radiative transfer (cf. Cl]). Discretizing at n + 1 equidistant nodes ih, 
i = 0, . . . . n, where h = l/(n + l), with the trapezoidal rule and making use of u(0) = 1 we get the 
nonlinear system F(x) = 0 with 
F,(x)=xi.(l-~.(1+~.xn)-/ih.~~~xj)-l, i=l,...,n. 
Here, xi is an approximation for u(ih), i = 1,. . . , II. The Jacobian F’ is a full, nonsymmetric matrix. 
Our choice for the parameter 1 was II = 0.25. For solving Newton’s equation exactly we first 
calculated the LU-decomposition of the Jacobian and then solved the resulting triangular systems. 
For both tasks we took routines from the NAG-library [12] which use optimally coded BLAS2 
and BLAS3 routines and achieve near optimal performance on the S600/20. In the inexact 
methods we simply took the Gauss-Seidel iteration to approximate the solution of Newton’s 
equation. The implementation of the Gauss-Seidel process was based on Niethammer’s column- 
oriented SORCOL algorithm [l l] with loop-unrolling. Timings for the typical parts of the 
computations for this example are as follows (n = 1600): 
LU-factorization: 1083.0 ms 
Both triangular systems: 9.4 ms 
Evaluation of F: 8.8 ms 
Evaluation of F’: 28.8 ms 
1 Gauss-Seidel step, incl. calculation of rkv’: 5.6 ms 
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So the LU-decomposition (but not the evaluation of F’ itself) is by far the most expensive 
calculation, whereas one Gauss-Seidel step is the cheapest of all the above operations. In our 
computations the value of s in the stopping criterion was always E = 10-i’. The best exact method 
was the simplified Newton method, independently from n. However, all inexact methods and the 
simulated exact methods perform significantly better. For large n the improvement over the exact 
methods is quite tremendous, reaching a factor of up to 36 for n = 1600. Maximal speedup was 
attained for m = 4, ye = 10ek (see Fig. 1). The inexact methods with m = 1 were the worst among 
the inexact methods and the simulated exact methods achieved about half of the maximal speedup. 
Note that the Gauss-Seidel iteration converges very rapidly for this example. Independently from 
n, approximately -log,o qk iterations were always sufficient to satisfy (21). 
Example 2. The two-point boundary value problem 
U” = exp(u), u(0) = u(1) = 1 
is discretized at n equidistant nodes ih, i = 1, . . . ,n, where h = l/(n + l), with finite differences of 
order 3 (at the boundaries) and 4 (at the interior) according to the formulas in [2]. This yields the 
nonlinear system F(x) = 0 with 
F:R”+R”, 
F,(x) = &(-11x0 + 20x1 - 6x2 - 4x3 + x4) + h’exp(x,), 
Fi(x)=&(xi-2-16xi-i +3Oxi-16xi+i +Xi+2)+h2exp(xi), i=2,...,n-1, 
F,(x) =&(x,_, - 4xnP2 - 6xne1 + 20x, - ll~,,,~) + h2 exp(xn), 
where x0 = x,,+~ = 1 from the boundary conditions and xi is an approximation for u(ih). This 
discretization is more accurate than the standard second-order discretization 
-Xi_ 1 + 2Xi - Xi+ 1 + h2 exp(xi) = 0, i = 1, . . . , II. (23) 
The Jacobian of F is a pentadiagonal matrix with two extra elements in the (1,4) and (n,n - 3) 
position. Making use of the banded structure of F’ we can implement the LU-factorization of F’ as 
* 
o* 
I 
I I t 
- n 
100 200 400 600 1600 
Fig. 1. Speedup over Newton’s method, Example 1. 
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an O(n) process. For reasonable values of y1 this is a quite small problem for a supercomputer. What 
makes Example 2 interesting is that the LLJ-factorization as well as the solution of the resulting 
triangular systems vectorizes very badly since the vector lengths are only 2. So on the S 600/20, as 
on virtually any other vector computer, it is better to do the LU-decomposition in scalar mode. 
For our inexact methods we choose the decomposition F’(x) = T(x) - N(x), where T(x) is the 
Jacobian of the second-order discretization (23). Accordingly, ~“9’ is the first iterate of the process 
T (xk)sY+ ’ = N(xk)s” - F(Xk,‘), v = 0, 1, . . . ,s” = 0 (24) 
which satisfies (21). Since T(x) is tridiagonal we can use cyclic reduction (see [7,13]) as an efficient 
method for solving (24) on a vector computer. If several triangular systems with the same matrix 
are to be solved, the results of the manipulation of the matrix during the first cyclic reduction can 
be stored and reused so that the subsequent cyclic reductions cost less time. For our computations 
we used the cyclic reduction routine from the Siemens Scientific Library [ 191 which, unfortunately, 
is available for single precision data only. So additional costs arose to convert the double precision 
data used in the other parts of the program. Because of these partly single precision calculations, 
the stopping criterion should not be too severe. We choose E = 10w6. 
Timings for the typical operations in this example are as follows (n = 8000): 
LU-factorization: 5.1 ms 
Both triangular systems: 4.3 ms 
Evaluation of F: 0.33 ms 
Evaluation of F’: 0.33 ms 
1 st cyclic reduction: 0.39 ms 
Subsequent cyclic reduction, incl. calculation of rk,‘: 0.26 ms 
So the LU-factorization as well as the solution of the resulting triangular systems are by far the 
most costly operations, since they do not vectorize. Even if we reuse the same Jacobian several 
times (thus saving the LU-decomposition), solving the triangular systems will predominate all 
other parts of the computation. In the inexact methods, one cyclic reduction is comparable to one 
evaluation of F or F’, and the first cyclic reduction is some 50% slower than each subsequent 
reduction. Fig. 2 shows that the speedup of the exact methods over the standard Newton method is 
8 0 
01 
7 : 
6 o* 
0 
5 0 ** 
Fig. 2. Speedup over Newton’s method, Example 2. 
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bounded by 2, whereas all inexact methods and the simulated exact methods perform much better, 
reaching a speedup of up to 7.8. For n = 4000 and y1 = 8000 the best simulated exact method 
performed hardly better than the worst inexact method. For all II the maximal speedup was 
achieved by inexact methods with m = 3 or m = 4 for all n, whereas the worst inexact methods used 
ti = 1. Also, for all it the choice m = 4, r = 10Pk was optimal or nearly optimal. We should further 
mention that the iteration (24) was very rapidly convergent. Again, only one iteration was always 
sufficient to reduce the norm of the residual by a factor of at least 10. 
Example 3. The standard five point finite difference discretization of the elliptic boundary value 
problem 
Au = exp(u), (x, y) E 52 = (0,l) x (0, l), 
24 = 4, (x, y) E 852 
at N 2 equidistant grid points (ih,jh), i,j = 1, . . . , N, h = l/(N + 1) yields the equation F(x) = 0 with 
F: RN* + RN*, 
Fi,j(x)=4xi,j-xi-l,j-xi+l,j-xi,j-1 -xi,j+l + h2exp(x,,j), i,j= l,..., N. (25) 
Here we used pairs (i, j), i, j = 1, . . . , N to number the components of x and F. The component xi,j is 
an approximation of u(ih, jh). For i, j E (0, N + 11, according to the boundary conditions, we have 
to set Xi,j = 4 in (25). 
The Jacobian of F is a symmetric positive-definite sparse matrix having exactly five diagonals 
with nonzero entries. Calculating the LU-decomposition of F’ has an arithmetic operation count of 
0(N4). For all but very small values of N this is prohibitively large. So, for this example, our exact 
methods could not be based on the direct solution of Newton’s equation. Instead, we will take the 
best simulated exact method as a basis for our comparisons. 
To solve approximately Newton’s equation in the inexact methods we choose the precon- 
ditioned conjugate gradients method “MICCG(O)“, where the preconditioning is done via the 
modified no-fill incomplete Cholesky (“MIC(0)“) decomposition (see [9,10,13]). Herein, variables 
were ordered according to the natural, row-wise ordering. Then, as is observed in [13,20], for 
example, the computation of the MIC(O)-decomposition is highly recursive and will not vectorize. 
On the other hand, it is well known that all parts of the MICCG(O)-iteration itself vectorize pretty 
well, provided we use a diagonal ordering for x when solving the triangular systems associated with 
the MIC(O)-preconditioner (see [ 131). 
Note that if we used a red-black-ordering for the variables, the calculation of the MIC(O)- 
decomposition as well as the MICCG(O)-iteration woud both vectorize. However, there is com- 
putational evidence (see [S, 151) that this ordering requires distinctly more iterations to achieve the 
same accuracy as the row-wise ordering. So we prefer the latter ordering, despite its serial 
calculation of the preconditioner. 
Timings for the typical operations in this example are given below for N = 800: 
MIC(O)-decomposition: 459.9 ms 
One MICCG(O)-iteration: 16.0 ms 
Evaluation of F: 28.1 ms 
Evaluation of F’: 21.9 ms 
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Fig. 3. Speedup over the simulated Newton method, Example 3. 
When evaluating F’ we just need to calculate new entries for the main diagonal. This is the 
reason why F’ is actually cheaper to evaluate than F. However, for each evaluation of F’ we have to 
calculate its MIC(O)-decomposition which is by far the most expensive of the above operations. 
Finally, before turning to discuss the measurements reported in Fig. 3, we should mention that in 
this example the control of the residual was not exactly as in (21), but via 
II rkg’ II* d vk. II J’bkvz) II (26) 
with Ilyll* = II P-‘yll,, P being the preconditioning matrix of the MIC(O)-preconditioner. Since 
jl rk*’ II* is directly available from the MICCG(O)-iteration, verifying (26) requires virtually no 
additional work. The value of E in the stopping criterion was E = 10-12. 
Fig. 3 shows speedups over the best simulated exact method which used m = 1. So there is no 
advantage taking m > 1 in the simulated exact methods. The inexact methods perform all better 
than the (simulated) exact methods. The less efficient inexact methods, which achieve a speedup of 
about 1.2 only, arose when choosing m = 1 and qk = 10-l. We also see that the maximal speedup 
we could gain with the inexact method is about 2. For all N this was achieved for m = 3 or m = 4 
and the choice 2.0 or 3.0 for ylk. 
4. Conclusion 
In our examples all inexact methods performed (sometimes dramatically) better than any of the 
exact methods. Hence, our (limited) experience establishes the practical usefulness of inexact 
methods. In order to get a good speedup it was crucial to have a rapid method to calculate the 
approximate solutions of Newton’s equation and to take m = 3 or m = 4. In all examples the major 
part of the computation went into the calculation of a complete or incomplete decomposition (but 
not into the evaluation) of the Jacobian. Situations of this kind will often arise in practice, so that 
we can expect our examples to reflect the behaviour of our methods for the whole class of non- 
linear systems with the above characteristics. The choice m = 4, qk = 10Pk - depicted in the 
figures- turned out to work near optimally or optimally in Examples 1 and 2 and quite well in 
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Example 3. The simulated exact methods also performed better than the exact methods, but they 
tend to achieve only about half the maximal speedup we can gain when allowing for larger norms of 
the residuals. 
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